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Research & Development Policy

Research and development is the backbone for

surviving in the ever-evolving dynamics of higher

education. Therefore, in tune with that requirement,

Vijaygarh Jyotish Ray College has a functional

Research & Guidance Cell. It suggests the policies

on Research & Development, in consultation with

the IQAC, which is finally approved with

modifications, if any, by the Principal and the

Governing Body. The policy document of the college

includes the following focal points-

1. To organize workshops, conferences, and

seminars on recent trends in relevant fields

of study as well as research methodology,

plagiarism, IPR etc. to provide a conducive

climate for research and development.

2. To provide information and news bulletins

on research projects and research funding

of national and international agencies.

3. To sensitize Departments and faculty on

potential research and development

spheres areas.

4. To establish an integrated and inter-

departmental research environment to

nurture research culture.

5. To facilitate collaborative research projects

and activities with national and

international institutions, industries, and

other professional bodies for teachers and

students (through project

works/internships).

6. To encourage students to participate in

poster and model competitions, quizzes,

and debates, wall magazine preparation,

and publication in departmental e-journals
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7. To encourage teachers to register for Ph.D.

guidance

8. To motivate faculty and students to

publish and present research

papers/articles at various national and

international conferences and seminars by

providing appropriate financial grants.

9. To provide infrastructural facilities to

Departments and faculty members in order

to facilitate and promote research.

10. To identify financial and infrastructural

resources in order to improve and

strengthen research competencies.

11. To offer financial assistance (full/partial) to

encourage the staff and research scholars

to present research papers in

conferences/seminars.

12. To encourage publication of books,

research papers, etc., by providing

financial assistance and infrastructural

facilities.

13. To bring out research journals and books

with ISSN or ISBN, as the case may be, in

order to support the academic contribution

of teachers and students

14. To provide infrastructural support and

study leave as far as practicable to staff

who register for their Doctoral Degrees.

15. To encourage Departments in the

publication of conference proceedings with

ISSN.

16. To offer research facilities to students by

providing adequate infrastructure
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